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Double Major: Italian and
NPB

I double majored in Italian and NPB. I was inspired by my mother, who did the same. II double majored in Italian and NPB. I was inspired by my mother, who did the same. I
also saw it as an opportunity to better learn the Italian language and my own heritage. Aalso saw it as an opportunity to better learn the Italian language and my own heritage. A
double major is completely manageable and totally worth it! For me, it allowed me todouble major is completely manageable and totally worth it! For me, it allowed me to
focus my required GE requirements into another major. Between a STEM major and thefocus my required GE requirements into another major. Between a STEM major and the
Italian major, I only had to take two or three non-major courses to fulfill GEItalian major, I only had to take two or three non-major courses to fulfill GE
requirements. The STEM major satisfied all my science GE requirements, and ITA majorrequirements. The STEM major satisfied all my science GE requirements, and ITA major
fulfilled the humanities requirements. In a nutshell, you get two degrees while taking afulfilled the humanities requirements. In a nutshell, you get two degrees while taking a
similar number of courses. Plus, there are so many opportunities within the ITAsimilar number of courses. Plus, there are so many opportunities within the ITA
department, and the professors are some of the most intelligent, caring, and insightfuldepartment, and the professors are some of the most intelligent, caring, and insightful
individuals. I studied abroad in Florence in Fall of 2018. This was an incredibleindividuals. I studied abroad in Florence in Fall of 2018. This was an incredible
experience, to say the least. Professoressa Heyer-Caput is amazing, and so passionateexperience, to say the least. Professoressa Heyer-Caput is amazing, and so passionate
about her students’ learning and immersion abroad. Study abroad was my favorite partabout her students’ learning and immersion abroad. Study abroad was my favorite part
of my time at UCD. In a language sense, I use what I learned when conversing withof my time at UCD. In a language sense, I use what I learned when conversing with
family. I use the analytical skills I learned in the ITA major everyday in law school.family. I use the analytical skills I learned in the ITA major everyday in law school.


